Abstract-A method is presented for the longitudinal control of autonomous vehicles forming a multi-brand, ad hoc platoon. A leader and predecessor following (LPF) control architecture is known to allow string stable platooning with shorter safety gaps between vehicles as compared with predecessor following schemes. General LPF strategies, however, require the exact knowledge of spacing policies of predecessor vehicles for correctly specifying a spacing with respect to the leader. It follows that arbitrary spacing policies in ad hoc platoons prevent the applicability of classical LPF control structures. It is shown in this paper that it is possible to exploit the advantages of LPF architectures in multi-brand platoons without a priori knowledge of spacing policies of predecessors. The unknown spacing policies are replaced by a virtual one, which serves as an input to a two degree of freedom LPF controller. The resulting control structure enables the organization of ad hoc platoons consisting of vehicles with different spacing policies. Computer simulations are presented to illustrate the statements.
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I. INTRODUCTION
P LATOONS consist of a number of automated vehicles, one closely following the other. They are constructed for advancing increased road capacity, reduced fuel consumption, and improved safety. Platoons are characterized, among other features, by control architecture and the type of spacing policy [1] . The most common control architectures are leader and predecessor following (LPF) and predecessor following (PF) scheme, the most common spacing policies are constant (CSP) and constant time-headway (CTHSP) spacing policy. An important property of vehicle strings, either driven by humans or autonomously, is string stability [2] , [3] , the transient property of the string. The lack of string stability may cause traffic jams [4] . Information from the leader vehicle in LPF architectures allows for short, constant spacing and string stability, while string stability with PF control architectures can be achieved only by much longer, speed dependent spacing [5] . At the current state of developments, it is common to assume that all vehicles in a platoon share the same control architecture and the same spacing policy. Two facts motivate the relaxation of these assumptions. On the one hand, there is a need for developing solutions for multi-brand platooning so that platooning technology can better proliferate [6] . The above assumptions imply restrictions on the vehicles that can join a particular platoon, practically prohibiting the organization of general multi-brand platoons. Without the assumptions, each manufacturer could develop its own preferred control strategy and spacing policy, yet the vehicles could efficiently cooperate with each other. On the other hand, the degree of autonomy in vehicle driving and the degree of cooperation between vehicles and roadside infrastructure are increasing thanks to the efforts made in the field of intelligent transportation systems [7] . Adaptive cruise control (ACC) is already available in more and more cars, while cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) built on vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication technologies is expected in the next decades [8] - [11] . The rising number of these vehicles with car following functionalities implies the increasing probability of their meeting and forming unintended, unorganized, ad hoc platoons. Thus any vehicle following method should guarantee string stability and good tracking performance also in arbitrary diverse and heterogeneous ad hoc platoons. This paper is motivated by the spacing problem caused by the diversity of spacing policies in a platoon. We focus on the phenomena arising when the control of a vehicle utilizes relative position information from multiple predecessor vehicles. An example is the classical LPF control structure commonly applied in well organized, fully automated platoons where reference positions with respect to both the leader and the direct predecessor are defined in a consistent way [3] . When an LPF control architecture is applied with position feedforward in arbitrary ad hoc platoons, where predecessors follow unknown spacing policies, collisions may occur [12] .
Closely related problem was discussed in [13] and [14] , where the heterogeneous platoon consisted of mixed human driven and cooperating autonomous vehicles, but the above problem was circumvented in [14] by communicating only acceleration measurements between distant vehicles, and so prescribed spacing for a specific vehicle was defined only with respect to the direct predecessor vehicle. AnnieWAY, the winner team in the 2011 Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge chose a control strategy where the reference position and the corresponding control action were computed with respect to each predecessor vehicles, then the smallest control action was selected [15] . The strategy worked safely in a short multivendor platoon, but string stability and scalability of the concept was not considered. At the same competition, the authors in [16] applied a string stable CACC design with acceleration feedforward from the leader. In this way, reference position was defined only with respect to the direct predecessor.
It is shown in the following sections that efficient controllers of more general structure (with feedback of position and speed information from distant vehicles) can also be applied in a heterogeneous, multi-vendor platoon, provided that an appropriate adaptive spacing policy (ASP) is used. In the proposed LPF-ASP control structure, the advantages of classical LPF architectures (short spacing) and PF architectures (no need for agreement in spacing policies) are combined without their disadvantages (need for synchronization and long speed dependent spacings, respectively). Preliminary results can be found in [12] , where, in contrast to the present paper, string stability was not elaborated. A simplified LPF-ASP control structure was developed in [17] to handle spacing problems caused by actuator saturations in predecessor vehicles.
The presented approach for examining the transient properties of the string exploits the unidirectionality of the information flow topology. In these networks, stability is guaranteed by the stability of the components. In general interconnection structures with bidirectional information flow, however, stability, and scalability of stability are important issues that can be studied by, e.g., graph theoretic methods [18] , [19] .
With respect to the existing literature on ad hoc platooning, the contribution of the present paper can be summarized in the following four features. 1) The proposed control architecture utilizes leader's position information to improve spacing performance; 2) No agreement in spacing policies among the vehicles is necessary; 3) String stability is guaranteed; 4) general theoretical results on heterogeneous string stability are derived in order to evaluate the proposed method. We restrict our attention to linear time-invariant systems and we focus only on the basic concept. Effects of disturbances, sensor noise, delays and nonzero initial conditions are not considered here.
The basic problem is introduced in Section II. The proposed spacing policy adaptation method is presented in Section III. Conditions for heterogeneous string stability and design considerations are provided in Sections IV and V. Numerical analysis and simulation results are discussed in Section VI.
Notations:
x is measurable and x p < ∞}, where
denote the set of functions in the ball BL 2 (δ) whose integral function belongs to the c-ball
II. BASIC MODELS AND MOTIVATION
Vehicles in a platoon are indexed by i = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Acceleration, speed, and position of vehicle i are denoted by a i , v i , and p i , respectively. The lead vehicle is indexed by zero, and it shares a 0 , v 0 , and p 0 with other vehicles. According to which form is more suitable for our purpose, systems and signals will be characterized either in the Laplace-domain or in the time-domain.
A. Vehicle Models
The longitudinal vehicle dynamics are time-varying, nonlinear systems. Brakes and driving torques are usually controlled by low level nonlinear controllers. The closed-loop system can be well approximated by low order LTI modelṡ
where u i denotes acceleration demand to the low level controller, τ i denotes time constant, a,i denotes constant actuator delay, and d i (t) denotes disturbance. Model (1) is widely used for platoon level control design and analysis [3] , [8] , [20] , [21] . In this paper we set d i (t) = 0. The general case will be analyzed in future works.
1) Control Architectures:
Vehicles equipped with radars/lidars are able to measure the distance and relative speed of the predecessor vehicle. Equipped in addition with V2V communication abilities, locally measured acceleration, speed and position information can be shared with the follower vehicles. The goal of the Leader and Predecessor Following (LPF) control scheme,
is to simultaneously follow two trajectories, p re f,0 i
, where R i, j (t), j ∈ {0, i − 1}, are the desired distances to the leader and the predecessor, respectively, the corresponding spacing errors are defined by (t) are close to each other, and cannot be arbitrary functions [3] , [22] . In ad hoc heterogeneous platoons we cannot build upon this assumption.
2) Spacing Policies: One of the most common spacing policies in vehicle following is the constant spacing policy (CSP), where R i, j (t) = L i, j , j = i , is constant. A combination with PF architecture (common in ACC technology) leads to string instability in a platoon, i.e., oscillations, which are introduced into a traffic flow by braking and accelerating vehicles, may be amplified in the upstream direction. In contrast, LPF control with CSP, j ∈ {0, 1}, results in string stability with small inter-vehicle gaps [3] .
Constant time-headway spacing policy (CTHSP) 
is satisfied [12] . Consistency is a necessary condition for the existence of a consensus where all spacing errors are zero.
3) Closed-Loop Model:
The closed-loop model is presented in the frequency-domain. Laplace transform of vehicle dynamics (1) (
Control input (2) with (3) and (4) is transformed to
where
Inserting (7) into (6), and introducing the following notation The first follower keeps a speed dependent spacing from the leader (PF-CTHSP), the second follower is designed to keep constant distances from both the leader and its predecessor (LPF-CSP).
yields a general form for the description of components with LPF control architecture:
4) Heterogeneous Platoons:
In this paper, a multi-brand, heterogeneous platoon consists of components described by the general LPF form (16)- (18), where
and D e,i are arbitrary SISO transfer functions, all but C e,i and D e,i are required to be stable. Vehicles with PF control architecture are described with
The dependence of the transfer functions on the vehicle index indicates the heterogeneity of the platoon: the components may differ in vehicle dynamics, controller, and even spacing policy. In the analysis in Section IV, the specific structure of the transfer functions (10)- (15) are not exploited; therefore, string stability and performance results hold for general LTI vehicle models and controllers.
5) Motivation Example:
Spacing problems caused by inconsistent spacing policies are illustrated in this subsection. Given are three vehicles composing a short multi-vendor platoon. The first follower is a CACC vehicle designed to meet string stability requirements. With notations of this paper, it has a PF-CTHSP control architecture (k 0
. The second follower vehicle is equipped with an LPF-CSP controller (h i,i−1 = h i,0 = 0). It is designed to be string stable in a synchronized platoon, and such that e 2,0 (t) + e 2,1 (t) is driven to zero in steady state. The leader with τ 0 = 0.7s is driven by acceleration demand
The vehicles start from standstill, placed with gaps L 1,0 = L 2,1 = 10m one after another. The choice L 2,0 = 20m ensures that the spacing errors are initially zero. Fig. 1 illustrates the conflict: follower 1 keeps a speed dependent spacing with time-headway h 1,0 = 1s, while follower 2 is designed to keep constant gaps minimizing both of its spacing errors, e 2,0 (t)
consequently, follower 2 overtakes follower 1 at t = 35s. The problem could be resolved if vehicles agreed in the spacing policy. This would require all cars to have a standardized protocol for sharing spacing policies at every joining / leaving maneuver -imposing extra load on the communication network. Then follower 2 would chose
Note that there are more specific nonlinear, time-varying, or fault tolerant spacing policies [23] , [24] , which would be more complicated (if not impossible) to share with the others.
An alternative self-adjusting and flexible solution is proposed instead: based on measurements already available for control, the joining LPF vehicle estimates the aggregated spacing policy of the preceding vehicles. Fig. 2 demonstrates that by using the adaptive spacing policy described in Section III, follower 2 can keep a small constant gap to follower 1. Looking at Fig. 2 a question may emerge: is this solution not equivalent to a PF-CSP controller? -Not necessarily. Depending on the design parameters, ASP allows the utilization of leader information for improving tracking performance and achieving string stability. The answer is discussed more deeply in the following sections.
III. LEADER AND PREDECESSOR FOLLOWING CONTROL WITH ADAPTIVE SPACING POLICY (LPF-ASP)
The structure of the proposed LPF-ASP control system is presented in this section. The LPF type vehicle is placed in an arbitrary platoon at position i . It is assumed that measurements for a 0 , v 0 , p 0 , a i−1 , v i−1 and p i−1 are available. The goals of the control are to follow the predecessor within small intervehicle gaps and to satisfy conditions for string stability. These goals are achieved by the on-line modification of the spacing policy with respect to the leader according to the behavior of the preceding platoon, and by the appropriate choice of design parameters.
The first goal is to make the spacing policies consistent, so we seek
where R i,i−1 (t) is our free choice, but R i−1,0 (t), the spacing policy of the preceding vehicle with respect to the leader is unknown; moreover, it is undefined in general (for example when human driven vehicles are also mingled in the platoon). Given R i,i−1 (t), the spacing policy with respect to the leader is determined by the spacing policy adaptation law
is called virtual spacing policy, it reflects the behavior of the preceding platoon and is computed on the board of vehicle i based on the available measurements. 
6) Simplest Form for R
The simplest virtual spacing policy of the predecessor could be
It follows by the spacing policy adaptation law that 
(t), so we lose the freedom of LPF structures, and we actually have a PF control structure, where string stability cannot be achieved with CSP.
In order to achieve string stability, R v i−1,0 (t) must be constructed dynamically in the form Fig. 3 . The VP model is driven by two inputs: 1) the motion of the leader, a 0 (t), which is given, and 2) its desired spacing policy input,
If we require that the VP model moves very close to vehicle i − 1, then we have to find an appropriate input R v i−1,0 (t) that enforces this motion. Then, from the point of view of vehicle i , the unknown policy R i−1,0 (t) of the true predecessor can be replaced by the virtual policy
The designer has some freedom in choosing the VP model and the method for computing an appropriate virtual spacing policy R v i−1,0 (t) [12] , [17] . Even the accurate, simultaneous motion of VP and the predecessor is not an absolute necessity, see the case described in [17] for an example. The choice of the dynamics of VP and its virtual spacing policy, however, influences the closed-loop dynamics and spacing errors of vehicle i . A construction method for R v i−1,0 (t) is derived in the following.
8) VP Structure:
The proposed structure is simple yet flexible enough to provide insight into the approach while allowing design freedom to achieve sufficient tracking performance and string stability. From (1)- (3) the PF type VP model is described by the following equationṡ 
It is driven by two kinds of inputs: 1) the motion variables of the leader and 2) the unknown spacing policy, (24) is known from measurements, but
is yet to be determined. VP model (22)- (25) can be formulated as the superposition of the following two systems,
For an appropriate input R v i−1,0 we have a v i (t) = a i−1 (t) after some transient time t > t 1 , which is due to the different initial conditions a v i (0) and a i−1 (0). Thus, by superposition a
hold for t > t 1 . The right equality of (28) defines a reference signal
for the output, a v i,2 (t), of system 2 . We look for
In this way the spacing policy construction problem is transformed into a reference tracking control problem where 2 is the plant, equations 
, between the motion of the virtual and the true predecessor. The block scheme is presented in Fig. 4 , where the transfer functions are defined by
. It is emphasized in Fig. 4 that the required information is a 0 , a i−1 , v 0 − v i−1 and p 0 − p i−1 , which is already available also in classical LPF control schemes. 10) Closed-Loop Model: Spacing policy R i,i−1 (t) for LPF-ASP vehicles is chosen to be constant in this paper. It plays similar role in the analysis as initial vehicle positions and so it is omitted. The above derivation yields the following transfer functions for the closed-loop LPF-ASP model,
and k 0 i are defined respectively by (8) and (9) ,
. It is taken into consideration in E i,0 (s) and E i,i−1 (s) that the computed virtual spacing policy depends on delayed information. Stability of C u,i and D u,i require that both 
IV. STRING STABILITY
The goal of this section is to analyze the string stability of the heterogeneous platoon of vehicles (16)- (18) and, based on the analysis, derive constraints for the design of LPF-ASP controllers. It will be shown with the help of a recursive description of vehicle strings that the notion of string stability leads to a distributed condition, i.e., each member of the platoon has to satisfy a local condition without the need for respecting dynamics of other vehicles.
Since LPF-ASP vehicles are intended to work in general heterogeneous, ad hoc platoons, and the related theoretical results are not fully elaborated in the literature, some new definitions and theorems need be introduced in order to evaluate the performance of LPF-ASP controllers. One of the main directions for proving string stability is the (vector-) Lyapunov function based approach, which is powerful in the analysis of general heterogeneous platoons in terms of nonzero initial conditions [26] , but the effects of inputs and synthesis conditions have not been elaborated within this framework.
In contrast, the transfer function / performance oriented approaches are useful in analyzing the effects of reference signals and disturbances, but have some limitations when facing with heterogeneity. Within this framework, the existence of local string stability conditions can be derived for some particular structures, if a so called spacing error transfer function, i (s), can be defined between the subsequent spacing errors, e i,i−1 (s) i (s)e i−1,i−2 (s), and this transfer function depends only on the parameters of vehicle i [9] , [11] . A sufficient condition for string stability is then i ∞ ≤ 1. Unfortunately, there is no such transfer function in general, see references [8] , [20] , where i (s), as defined above, depends on all vehicles 0, 1, 2, . . . , i . There are three further problems with this approach as can be seen in the light of the results in this section: 1) i is not necessarily stable, yet the platoon might work well; 2) in a heterogeneous platoon of general vehicle structures i ∞ ≤ 1 should be tested robustly for all possible permutations of the vehicle ordering; 3) in general, i ∞ ≤ 1 does not lead to synthesis conditions.
A. Recursive Description of Vehicle Strings
When analyzing string stability we are usually interested in the spatial evolution of performance variables such as spacing errors, accelerations and control effort. Classical performance oriented approaches try to give direct relations between the consecutive performance variables, for instance in the form e i,i−1 (s) = i (s)e i−1,i−2 (s). In contrast, there are two kinds of variables in the method of recursive description: 1) variables transmitted from vehicle to vehicle, and 2) performance variables of interest.
Examples for the first group are vehicle acceleration (in this paper), or control effort (in [9] ). (Though vehicle speed and position are physically transmitted variables too, they can be formally computed by integration at the model of the receiver vehicle; therefore, they do not appear explicitly in the recursion model.) Transmitted variables play the role of spacedomain state-variables in the recursion model. Examples for the performance variables are spacing errors and control effort. They play the role of output variables in the recursion model.
Consider the vehicle models in the form (16)- (18) and introduce the following first to end transfer functions
which, starting from G 0 (s) = 1, evolve with vehicle index as (s), i = 1, 2, 3 , . . ., can be computed recursively.
B. Definitions for String Stability
The transient behavior of the platoon is examined as the effect of leader maneuver a 0 (t) that is assumed to belong to one of the following admissible sets. Remark 1: String stability in the strict sense, as defined in [3] and [20] , i.e., e i,i−1 2 < e i−1,i−2 2 for all i > 0, cannot be expected in general due to the link with the leader and by heterogeneity of the platoon, see [21] and [27] for counterexamples, and see also Remark 4. In contrast to L pstring stability defined in [20] , Definition 2 is independent on the system that generates the signals and it requires the boundedness of signals for all vehicle ordering.
It will be shown that boundedness of spacing errors in the L 2 norm for arbitrary L 2 input is too strict requirement in some (pathological) cases presented in Section IV-E, where the spacing error is written as the sum of two terms, one is bounded in the L ∞ norm and the other is bounded in the L 2 norm. In those cases the following milder notion for string stability can be proved provided that the leader maneuver is restricted to the more practical set, BL 2,∞ (δ, c). 
C. General Conditions for String Stability
For any fixed complex variable s, (39) defines a spatially discrete and varying linear dynamical system over the complex field, driven by constant input 1, and with initial condition G 0 (s) = 1. This implies that string stability of the platoon is related to the stability of discrete (in the spatial index i ) linear systems where the variation of the coefficients is due to the heterogeneity of the platoon. The following theorem is a straightforward adaptation of [28, Th. 1] .
Theorem 1: The vehicle platoon (39) is heterogeneous string stable with respect to a i in the L 2 norm (Definition 2)
if and only if all of the following conditions hold for all i > 0:
Proof: Uniform boundedness of a i in the L 2 norm is equivalent to the uniform boundedness of transfer functions G i in the H ∞ norm. Technical details can be found in [28] . The proof is based on the fact that for every ω the solution of the one-dimensional linear system with bounded spatially-varying uncertainty and bounded input is bounded if and only if the system is robustly stable with respect to the spatial variations. If A i A j = A j A i for all i and j , and now this is the case since A i is scalar, then robust stability of a system with varying coefficients is equivalent to the stability of every spatially invariant system [29] .
Since the spatial state variable a i (s) is scalar, it follows that the string stability conditions for homogeneous and heterogeneous platoons coincide. An important consequence is that the string stability constraints imposed on the control design are independent for every vehicles, and this is true even for general components (16)-(18).
Concerning the performance outputs, u i , the following condition is sufficient in practical systems to establish their uniform boundedness in the L 2 norm, or equivalently, of transfer functions F u,i in the H ∞ norm. Proof:
D. Platoon Dependent Conditions for String Stability
Theorem 2 cannot be adapted to analyze string stability with respect to spacing errors in case of LPF-ASP vehicles, because C e,i , and D e,i contain integrators, see Fig. 5 . It will be shown that the uniform boundedness properties of the spacing errors depend on the quality of the preceding platoon. This "quality" is characterized by the following notion.
Definition 4 (Platoon Classification):
A vehicle platoon of length n (not counting the leader) is said to be of type k if the number of zeros of transfer function 1 − G n (s) at s = 0 is k.
Remark 2: The notion is analogous to the notion type k of feedback systems, where k is the number of integrators of the open-loop plant that is feed back through a unit gain [25] . With reference input a 0 and output a n the sensitivity function is 1 − G n , while the open-loop plant is In short, the system mapping a 0 to p 0 − p n is stable for platoons of type 2, and contains one integrator for platoons of type 1. It will be clear from Lemma 2 that the notion type k is related to the notion of consensus between the components, i.e., v i → v 0 for k = 1 and
Lemma 1: A platoon is of type k with k > 0 if and only if G n ( j 0) = 1. The proof is trivial. In order to ease the classification of platoons based on the types of vehicles, Definition 4 is adapted to single vehicles. The corresponding feedback system for which the analogy mentioned in Remark 2 exists is obtained by making the two references a i−1 and a 0 equal.
Definition 5 (Vehicle Classification):
Vehicle (16)- (18) 
The assumption that A i has no zeros at zero is naturally satisfied by all practical vehicle following algorithms, and simplifies the statement.
Proof: The type of the platoon of length i is defined by the number of zeros of 1
, where for G i−1 it is true that there exists a stable transfer function W i−1 having no zeros at s = 0 such that 1
Finally, from the assumption that vehicle i is of type k i it follows that there exists a stable transfer function V i having no zeros at s = 0 such that 1
is stable and has no zeros at zero.
The lemma can be interpreted as follows. The tracking property of the platoon is determined by the vehicle of the weakest tracking property. The following theorem shows that whenever the platoon is string stable with respect to the transmitted variable (a i ), then the boundedness of spacing error e i,i−1 of the particular vehicle i depends only on the properties of vehicle i and the type of the preceding platoon.
Theorem 3: Suppose that platoon (39) is heterogeneous string stable with respect to a i in the sense of Definition 2. Suppose that the platoon is of type K ≥ 0.
1) Assume that a) C e,i (s) has at most K integrators, but the other poles are stable, b) transfer function C e,i (s) + D e,i (s) is stable.
Then F e,i ∈ H ∞ . 2) If condition of statement 1) is satisfied for all vehicles, then the bound for F e,i is uniform, i.e., the platoon is heterogeneous string stable with respect to spacing error e i,i−1 in the sense of Definition 2.
Proof: The boundedness and string stability of spacing errors is related to the properties of (s) . By string stability with respect to a i , sequence G i (s), i ≥ 0, is uniformly bounded in the H ∞ norm. By the type condition of the platoon, there exist transfer functions W i−1 (s), i > 0, uniformly bounded in the H ∞ norm such that for all i we have 
E. String Stability With LPF-ASP Vehicles
In this section LPF-ASP vehicles are evaluated in situations where preceding vehicles does not necessarily follow each other: 1) In type 0 platoons the vehicles may travel at different steady-state speed (low density traffic with human driven vehicles); 2) the platoon is broken up unexpectedly.
If the platoon is of type 0, G i−1 ( j 0) = 1 by Lemma 1. Let g i−1 denote the constant G i−1 ( j 0)−1 and write the preceding platoon dynamics in the form
, where the first term is a platoon of type 1. If vehicle i is an LPF-ASP vehicle, then its spacing error reveals the following form
where e (L 2 ) 
Remark 4: Theorems 3 and 4 state that string stability with respect to the acceleration is a necessary condition for string stability with respect to the spacing errors. The main character (boundedness in L 2 , or L ∞ or divergence) of the spacing error of vehicle i depend on the properties of vehicle i .
It is possible, for instance, that e i,i−1 ∈ L ∞ while e i+1,i ∈ L 2 and yet the platoon might work well. This is one argument against testing the spacing error transfer function, i (s) := (s) , in the case of general heterogeneous platoons.
In the following we examine the worst situation when an LPF-ASP vehicle starts following its predecessor and a distant vehicle, and these two move independently of each other, i.e., the platoon is actually broken. Suppose without loss in generality that vehicle 1 is the true leader instead of vehicle 0, and vehicles 2, 3, . . . are characterized by (16)- (18) . For LPF vehicles the "leader" information a 0 is disturbing. It will be shown that, for LPF-ASP vehicles, this disturbance imposes only a finite spacing error that depends on the speed difference of vehicle 0 and the immediate predecessor i − 1.
Let us introduce the following notation
for describing the acceleration of vehicle i in terms of the motion of the true leader and the misleader. Both H i and M i are stable SISO systems and evolve with vehicle index as follows,
It follows from (44) and (45) Proof: Introduce the following transfer function:
, which is stable and uniformly bounded by assumption. From (18) and (43) 1 (s) . By the conditions of the theorem e An LPF-ASP vehicle satisfies the conditions of the theorem which implies that even if it connects, by a mistake, to a distant vehicle, which is actually not related to the rest of the platoon, the spacing error remains bounded in the sense of Definition 3. Since LPF-ASP vehicles satisfy also that C e,i + D e,i is stable, the finite L ∞ term of the spacing error reduces to e (L ∞ )
It follows that the L ∞ part of the spacing error is bounded by the induced peak-to-peak gain ofD e,i times the peak value of the speed difference |v 0 (t) − v 1 (t)|.
V. LPF-ASP DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The goal of the design is to find the parameters for the VP model and the LPF controller such that string stability criteria are satisfied, control input is realizable and spacing errors are as small as possible. Furthermore, the system must have sufficient tolerance for noise, disturbances and modeling uncertainties, which are not considered in this paper. A systematic synthesis procedure for this multi-criterion and non-convex optimization problem is still missing. We have to content ourself with a simple heuristic design method that is summarized in the following steps.
1) The following design parameters are initialized: 
Evaluate the criteria and modify the design parameters if necessary (a numeric optimization procedure can also be applied). The advantage of the above simple parametrization is that some fundamental relationships between string stability, spacing performance and some basic properties of the three feedback-loops can be experienced. In the following section the effect of parameter ρ p,i is analyzed in detail, since ρ p,i is a weighting factor for the position information received from the leader in LPF control structures. Results that support the usefulness of applying ρ p,i > 0 justify the problem setting of this paper.
VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS
In this section we analyze string stability of the proposed LPF-ASP controller with respect to acceleration, control effort and spacing error through numerical examples. We examine also the significance of leader position information. An LPF-ASP vehicle (32)-(35) is designed as described in Section V. The parameters are given in Table I . parameterized by a weighting factor ρ p,i ∈ [0, 1],
The choice ρ p = 0 covers the case when no leader's position information is utilized in the control. Increasing ρ p represent the increasing significance of this information. It can be shown that the type 2 control structure of LPF-ASP architectures ensures B i ( j 0) = 0 and A i ( j 0) = 1 for any choice of the LPF parameters. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the gain |A i ( j ω)| increases for ω > 0 with increased weight, ρ p,i and ρ p,i > 0.4 results in string instability. As a conclusion, omitting feedback from the leader position seems to be reasonable as far as string stability (with respect to accelerations) is concerned. On the other hand, each of C e,i and D e,i contain one integrator and the gains decrease with increasing ρ p,i , which suggest that spacing errors can be decreased if leader position information is utilized in the control.
2) Simulation Examples: The situation in which the ASP approach can be useful is imagined as follows. Suppose our vehicle is equipped with PF-CTHSP control functionality so it can follow any vehicle with a safe headway-time. If an ad hoc V2V communication network is present and a vehicle is detected in the lane ahead with the ability of sending kinetic information, our vehicle starts computing the virtual spacing policy of its predecessor with respect to that distant vehicle. The behavior of the "platoon" between the two vehicles is classified and a decision is made whether to utilize the information of the distant vehicle. If the answer is positive, the PF-CTHSP controller is gradually changed into an LPF-ASP controller, and the headway parameter, h i,i−1 , is continuously decreased to zero. As a result, the LPF-ASP vehicle follows its predecessor safely within a short gap. Details on the decision process mentioned above is still to be worked out.
The following time-domain simulations show 1) string stability with respect to spacing errors; 2) that leader position information allows for shorter and smaller spacing errors as compared with the case of ρ p,i = 0 (no leader position feedback); and 3) behavior of LPF-ASP vehicles when the platoon is suddenly breaks up.
In the first example the leader accelerates by 1m/s 2 for t ∈ [0, 5s]. The leader is followed by ten PF-CTHSP vehicles with h j, j −1 = 1s, j = 1, 2, . . . , 10. They are followed by 90 LPF-ASP vehicles with parameters given in Table I . The platoon starts from standstill with initially zero spacing errors. It is emphasized that LPF-ASP vehicles keep constant distances with respect to their predecessors, which are much smaller as compared with the speed dependent gaps of the PF-CTHSP vehicles. The spacing errors of vehicles i ∈ {11, 20, 50, 100} are shown in Fig. 6 for two cases with ρ p,i = 0.3 and ρ p,i = 0, respectively. The length of the transients in the spacing errors was doubled, the peak of the spacing errors were more than doubled in the case when no leader position information was utilized, which shows the advantages of position feedforward from the leader.
In the second example all vehicles are traveling with speed of 20m/s, initially. Then at time t = 5s vehicle 1 decelerates with -1m/s 2 to speed v 1 (t) = 10m/s, t > 15s, while the leader keeps its speed, v 0 (t) = 20m/s. Vehicle 1 (may be a human driven vehicle) is followed by ten LPF-ASP vehicles, i = 2, 3, . . . , 11, ten PF-CTHSP vehicles, i = 12, 13, . . . , 21, and again ten LPF-ASP vehicles, i = 22, 23, . . . , 31. Fig. 7 shows the distances between the vehicles. It can be seen that, according to Definition 3, the spacing errors of the LPF-ASP vehicles remain ultimately bounded, and also the transient term e (L 2 ) i,i−1 has small peak values. It is shown in Section IV-E that the L ∞ part of the spacing error is proportional to the peakto-peak gain ofD e,i = 1 s D e,i (s). Therefore, one goal of the control design should be to minimize this gain, if LPF-ASP control is intended to be applied in completely unorganized platoons.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the problem of heterogeneous spacing policies in multi-brand, ad hoc platoons and demonstrated that utilizing relative motion information from a leader vehicle leads to collision of vehicles, when the consistency of spacing policies are not ensured on-line. To resolve the problem we have proposed a leader and predecessor following (LPF) control strategy where the spacing policy with respect to the leader was adapted (ASP) based on a virtual predecessor vehicle model. Conditions for string stability of platoons consisting of LPF-ASP vehicles has been derived based on a recursive description of the platoon. We have shown by numerical analysis that string stability with respect to acceleration and control effort can be guaranteed by appropriately choosing the LPF-ASP control parameters, while the bounds on the spacing errors depend on the relative motion of the leader and the predecessor vehicles. It has been shown that smaller spacing errors and shorter transients can be achieved with the proposed adaptive spacing policy when relative position information with respect to the leader is utilized in the control.
Future work should elaborate analysis and synthesis techniques to address the issue of robustness to modeling uncertainties in the vehicle dynamics, disturbances, sensor noise, initial conditions, and the trade-off between control effort, string stability and worst-case spacing errors.
